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My dear students, 
Yesterday, I have gone through the Text. I hope you go through             

it.But now,, 
I want to give you Homework from the Text.  Ok, Students. 
       Saving Dory 
       Homework and class work. 
Fill in the blanks with the simple past tense from of the verb in              
the brackets. 
(1). My father--------(buy) a pet dog for us a last month. 
Ans:- bought. 
(2) Last week ,----------(go) to the museum with my parents. 
Ans:- went. 
(3).He -------(pay) the bill on time to avoid being a defaulter. 
Ans:- paid. 
 
(4). The Ray siblings----------(visit)their grandparents last week. 
Ans:- visited. 
(5).The teacher --------(tell) us to complete the project in the class. 
Ans:- told. 
*********************************** 



A. Underline the adjectives 
  in each sentence. 
(1). It was a cloudy and windy day. 
Ans:- cloudy, windy. 
(2). London has very cold and wet winters. 
Ans:- Cold, wet. 
(3). I read along  and interesting adventure novel. 
Ans:-Along.  
(4).We must always keep our surroundings clean. 
Ans:- Keep. 
(5). My grandmother bakes delicious cakes and puddings. 
Ans:- delicious. 
*********************************** 
Q.When they see a predator ,they often 'play dead '------- 
(a).Who does 'they' refer to ? 
Ans:- 'They' refers to 'blue regal tang' 
(b). Explain the phase ' play dead' 
Ans:- Play dead means that regal blue tang pretends to be dead 
by lying on their side and staying motionless till the creature 
passes by . 
©. Why are  'they' very important to the life cycle of the coral reef 
? 
The blue regal tang is very important to the life of the coral reef, 
as they eat the excess algac in the reef,thus preventing the 
alagac to suffocate the reef. 
*********************************** 
      Homework (03/06/2020). 
Q. (1). What was animation film Finding Nemo about? 
 Ans:- Finding Nemo follows the journey of Marlin, a Clownfish 
and Dory , a regal blue tang , all the way to Sydney Harbour to 



rescue Marlin son, Nemo Who was stolen from his coral reef 
home to live out his numbered day's in the care of a dentist's 
niece. 
********************************** 
Answer the questions.(03/06/2020. 

(1). What unforeseen negative effect did  the film ? 
(2).Why is an acquarium not suitable for blue tang ? 
***************************** 
 
The end. 
 

  
 
 
 


